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61. INTRODUCTION 
THE PROBLEM of classifying closed smooth manifolds is a difficult one. From the 
topological point of view it can be considered at three different levels: does the 
homotopy type of a closed manifold. 
(1) determine the manifold up to homeomorphism, 
(2) determine the manifold up to stable homeomorphism, or 
(3) determine rationally the manifold’s stable homeomorphism type? 
Novikov’s conjecture that the higher signatures of closed manifolds are homotopy 
invariant addresses this third and weakest formulation of the problem. Precisely, 
Novikov’s conjecture is: given closed manifolds M" and N” and a homoiopy 
equivalence f : N + M, for every x E H*(K(n-,(M), 1);C.l) and every map cp :M + 
K(n,(m),l) realizing an isomorphism on 7rI, the following equality holds 
(L(N).f*(cp*(x)),[Nl) = W(M). cp*(x),[MI). 
Here L+(a) denotes the total L-polynomial of the closed manifold and (a;) is the 
pairing of homology and cohomology. Miscenko[9] and more recently Farrell and 
Hsiang[5] have shown that when M has non-positive curvature, this conjecture is 
true. This implies an affirmative answer to the third question above. Farrell and 
Hsiang though, using very different techniques, were able to verify the second version 
of the classification problem for non-positively curved M. It is unlikely that Mis- 
cenko’s methods could yield such a strong result. In any event, we pursue his 
technique and are able to verify the conjecture for a good number of manifolds for 
which the conjecture was previously unknown. In the appendix we include a dis- 
cussion of Farrell and Hsiang’s result as it relates to an interesting class of Siefert 
fiber spaces. 
Miscenko considered families of Fredholm representations of n,(M4') and dis- 
covered a relationship between the “signature” of such representations and homotopy 
invariants of M4k when M4k was aspherical. 
Our work makes use of the notions of special manifolds, vector fields, and group 
extensions. 
Definition 1. A closed Riemannian M" is called special if: 
(1) The universal cover fi” is diffeomorphic to W” and 
(2) There is a point &E tin and a vector field x with a zero only at &,, norm 
bounded away from zero at cc and &,, index ‘0~ = + 1, and asymptotic periodicity with 
respect to the action of n-,(M) (by isometries), i.e. for all g E r,(M) 
lim Ilg*X(Z) - X(gf)lJ = 0. 
i-+r 
*The author was partially supported by a National Science Foundation Postdoctoral Fellowship. 
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Such a vector field is called special. Miscenko’s method essentially yields. 
THEOREM 1. If M 4k is special, then all of its higher signatures are homotopy 
invariant. 
One then observes that if Mm and N” are special then so is M x N. This allows one to 
prove 
COROLLARY 1. If M” is special, then all of its higher signatures are homotopy 
invariant, n-arbitrary. 
We will sketch a proof of 
THEOREM 2. Let W” be a simply connected Riemannian manifold of non-positive 
curvature, Q C Isom.( W”) a group acting properly-discontinuously with compact 
quotient N = W/Q, and f: Q+ Gl(K,Z) a homomorphism with finite image. Then 
there exists a subset oBt C H/‘(Q: Z’) (possibly consisting of only the trivial element) 
such that for each extension a E uB,, 1 + Z’ + G + Q + 1, the Siefert fiber space [2, 31 
M(a) = ( Tk x W”)/Q (with the action of Q given by a) is a special manifold. 
Since a E crB,, M(a) will be aspherical, ~r,(M(q)) = G, and the stable structure set of 
M(a) will be torsion (see appendix). A calculation of the size of crB, for some specific 
3 dimensional examples will yield in every dimension greater than or equal to 3 an 
infinite number of non-homotopy equivalent special manifolds which can not admit 
non-positive curvature. Of course Novikov’s conjecture was not previously unknown 
for all of these examples. In particular Cappell’s work[l] addresses some of these 
situations. 
THEOREM 3. Let G be a 2 stage simply connected nilpotent Lie group. Then for any 
uniform lattice T C G, the closed manifold G/T is special. 
Notice that this last result provides no new information as far as Novikov’s con- 
jecture is concerned in light of Wall’s results on manifolds with poly-Z fundamental 
groups[l2]. We remark also that the nilmanifolds of Theorem 3 are not expressable by 
the special extensions of Theorem 2. The proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 require the 
construction of special vector fields. That one can see how to do this explicitly is a 
result of the tight control present on how the respective groups are acting (i.e. control 
of the way Q acts on T’ x W” and of the way I, or in fact G, acts on G). 
At this point I would like to thank my thesis advisor Frank Raymond for his 
guidance while pursuing this work. His influence on me has been profound. 
$2. FREDHOLM REPRESENTATIONS AND HIGHER SIGNATURES 
Here we briefly describe Miscenko’s result which relates Fredholm representations 
and higher signatures[9]. What appears here is not indicative of all of the methods 
present in his proofs of these results. 
Definition 2. A Fredholm conplex is a complex of Hilbert spaces and bounded 
A0 A’ A”-, 
operators Ho-H’-...- H” for which there exist bounded operators 
Bj : Hi+ Hi-’ such that 
Id. - (BJ+‘oA’+ A’-‘0B’): HJ-+HJ is compact. 
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If in addition a group G acts unitarily on each H’ such that for each I: E G, 
g0AJ-,4'0g: H'+W+' is compact, then the complex together with the represen- 
tations of G is called a Fredholm representation of G. A family of Fredholm 
representations of G parameterized by points of Y assigns to each _v E Y a Fredholm 
representation {HT:, A?} in a “continuous” manner. Miscenko showed that if M4k was 
an aspherical manifold with h? = R4r and {H*, A*} was a family of Fredholm 
representations of n,(M) parameterized by points of Y, then the following expression 
was a homotopy invariant of M : (*I sign~H*.,*j(M) = @(Ml. c&~,,*j.[Ml) E 
H*(Y; ~2). The element &,*.A*I E K(M x Y) is a canonically defined element given 
{H*, A*}. (.;) now denotes a slant product H,(M) @ N*(M x Y)*H*(Y), and 
ch : KC.)-+ @,,,, H*( . ; Q) is the Ch ern character. By homotopy invariance of (*) is 
meant that if f: N --$ M is a homotopy equivalence, then 
sign,*{,*.,.,(N) = sign,,.,,4*~(M). 
Pull backs of Fredholm representations are defined naturally. That Novikov’s con- 
jecture makes an appearance follows from the observation that since 
Ch EjH*,A*) = 2 ai x bj E H*(M ’ Y) 
I., 
where {a,} C H*(M) is an additive basis and {bj} is some set of elements of H*(Y), 
sign(H~,,.,~~ CM) = (L(M). c~&*.A*,, [MI) = 2 (L(M). a;, [MJ)bj. 
i.i 
So if the bi are sufficiently independent then the higher signatures, (L(M)* ai,[M]), 
will be homotopy invariant. Miscenko then oberved, if M4k has non-positive curvature 
one could construct a family of Fredholm representations of r,(M),{A*,A*}, 
parameterized by points of TM and having compact support, with the property that 
ch& ,*,AeI = T ai x ~(a?) mod Hodd(M) @ H:(TM) 
where {a,} is a basis of H*(M), {a;“} a dual basis, and cp: H*(M)* HF(TM) the Thorn 
isomorphism. The result being, all higher signatures of such a manifold are homotopy 
invariant. Miscenko constructed the Fredholm representation of r,(M) by making use 
of the natural radial vector field on M. He noticed that this vector field had properties 
which allowed the construction of a Fredholm representation. Noticing that those 
properties (see Defn 1) were in fact all that was necessary yielded Theorem 1. 
Briefly the construction of the above family of Fredholm representations of 
r,-l*(M), for M special, goes as follows. Let d E Tti and let A,’ = {jth exterior power of 
T,,,,(6f)@@}. The following diagram is being used 
_P - 
TM-M 
I I ri ri 
TM-M. 
Since 7~ is a local isometry, x*1: T.$+ T&l is an isometry. 
TOP"4 ??.No 3 J 
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Thus vector and covector quantities tt ff E &? may be related to similar quantities at 
x = r(f) E hf. In particular A,’ = A’(T,(,,(M)@C). Make A* into a complex by defining 
ad: A,’ -Ad+’ by a,‘(w) = wl (v’)* where 
z(G) = fi + d - 1 .x@(a)) E Tfi(#)@C, 
X is a special vector field on i% and z(a)* E T*&f is the dual covector to z( 6). Notice that 
the complex has compact support on T&f( 2 R’” = C”) and in fact defines a generator of 
K co,,,,,(Th;l) = K,(C”) = R(S*“) = Z. Next observe that G = r,(M) acts on A*: for 
g E G, 
That is, the action merely shufflles the base point along orbits of G in A4 = O- 
section C TM. Consider for each u E TM, @sEir-l(v)A$. This space has a natural inner 
product and can be completed to be a Hilbert space which is denoted Ht. The maps @au* 
extend uniquely to operators Al: : Hz + H!” and so yield a complex of Hilbert spaces 
parameterized by points of TM. The G action also extends, and together one gets a 
Fredholm representation of G parameterized by TM. Note, to do this one needs the vector 
field X to be special. The element rlP.A.) E K,(M x TM) is constructed by finding 
G-equivariant compact perturbations of the operators n? x TM x HJ+A? x TM x Hj+‘, 
(2, u, A)-@, u, A;(h)). The action of G is diagonal (on fi and H*, leaving 
TM alone) and equivariance allows one to define a complex . . ‘--* 
(I@ x TM x HJ),G :(I@ x TM x H’+‘)/G +. * * of Hilbert space bundles over M x TM. 
The properties of X insure that the complex is compactly supported and the res.ulting 
class]1 I] in K,(M x TM) is denoted 5(PC.A.1. The properties of X then give 5 its 
fundamental class-like properties and thus allow a verification of Novikov’s conjecture in 
this case. See [14] for a more detailed discussion of these ideas. 
93. THEOREMS 2 AND 3 
We now discuss those situations, as written down in Theorems 2 and 3, for which 
the construction of a special vector field is possible. Let W” be a contractible 
Riemannian manifold and let Q C Diffeo.( W”) be a group acting properly-dis- 
continuously on W with compact quotient space N = W/Q. Let f : Q + Gl(k, Z) be a 
homomorphism which then defines a Q-module structure on Zk and an action of Q on 
R’ and T’( = Rk/Zk). The group Ht(Q; Zk) is the 2nd cohomology group of Q with 
coefficients Hk twisted by f. As is well-known(71, to each A E H,*(Q;Z) there is an 
equivalence class of extensions of Q by Zk 
a: l+z”+G-+Q+l. 
Since W” is contractible and since all maps are taken to be smooth, the Bockstein 
map 6 : H,‘(Q; Maps ( W”, Tk)) + H,?( Q ; Zk) is an isomorphism. This is induced from 
the short exact coefficient sequence O+Maps( W”, Zk)+Maps( W”, Rk)+Maps( W”, Tk)+O. 
The element 6-‘(a) E Hf’(Q; Maps( W”, T’)) is represented by a map m: Q x W” + 
T’ satisfying the f-twisted cocyle condition: 
m((q'. 4)-‘, w) = f(q’)(m(4-‘, WI). m(4’-‘, w). 
Conner and Raymond[2-4] made use of these ideas to construct a diagram of singular 
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fibrations and group actions 
Wk+(Rk, Rk x W”, G) 
I IZ’ 
Tk +( Tk, Tk x W”, Q, 7% W", Q) 
I IQ 1 /Q 
T’+(T” x W”)IQ = M(a)-, N. 
The bottom row is a Tk fibering of M(a) over N, the singularities occur in a 
one-to-one correspondence with non-trivial isotropy in (W”, Q). Conner and Ray- 
mond used this construction to analyze the relationship between the extension a and 
the Siefert fiber space M(a). The action of Q on Tk x W” (which lifts to the action of 
G on Rk x W”) is given explicitly by 
One easily sees that n,(M(a)) = G. Conner and Raymond showed that M(a) is a 
closed manifold if and only if N is compact and a is torsion free, i.e. G is torsion 
free. Such extensions they call Bierberbach, and the set of such is denoted B,. 
Definition 3. A I-cocyle m E Z,‘(Q; Maps( W”, Tk)) is called special if 
(1) there exists a constant C, independent of h E Q and w E W, such that as a 
linear map, the norm of the differential of m(h;) 
i.e. for all Y E T,.W 
llm(h,-),,I/ < C, 
Ilm(h,- )A Y)ll < C-II Yll, 
(2) letting 7, denote the unit speed radial geodesic in W” (out of the fixed point 
w. E W) through w, for all h E Q, 
where 
and 
1 w( = distance Wn( wo, w), 
(3) for each h E Q and any lift 
m(h;): W” +6x’ 
the set ti(h, W”) is a bounded subset of Rk (not necessarily uniformly in h E Q). 
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Note that these three conditions can be viewed as follows. Condition one doesn’t 
allow the effect of W”-dependence on the Q action to become too great in any one 
direction. Condition two forces this effect to die off in radial directions while 
condition three puts a bound on the amount of twisting of the TA-component possible 
by variations in the W” direction. Denote the set of equivalence classes of special 
I-cocyles by aH,’ and let 6(aH,‘) = aH,‘. Let aE3, denote the subset of special 
Bieberbach extensions, aH,? II B, C H,‘(Q; Z”). (TB, is the set referred to in Theorem 
2. Given the hypotheses of Theorem 2, to show that a E ~TB, implies M(a) is special. 
i.e. that M(a) = Rk x W” admits a special vector field with respect to the action of G. 
requires two steps. After averaging the metric on Rh so that f(Q) c Isom. (R”). show 
that with respect to the product metric (on Rk x W”) a special vector field exists. Then 
show that when M(a) assumes a metric with respect to which G is acting by 
isometries, this vector field remains special. The second step uses just the properties 
of special I-cocycles in an easy calculation. For the first step one writes X down and 
then tries to show that it is special. In fact for (x, w) E &?(a) = Iw’ x W”. X(x, w) = 
u,(x, w) . X(x, w) + u,.(x, WI) X,,(s, w). The functions ur and u,. are functions of just 1.~1 =
dist. Rk (0, _Y) and 1~11 and can be described graphically by 
uw)=P((wl)~{ tan en vector to SH((S)U,) where v,(s) is the unique unit speed g t 
geodesic in I@ (with respect to that averaged metric) from 0 through 1. p : R 30+[0, 11 is 
a smooth function with graph 
l l-----r- 
I i 
To see that X is special one proceeds component by component. 
LEMMA r. X, is “ W”-special”. 
LEMMA V. X,, is “Rk-special”. 
The terms will be explained via the proofs. 
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Proof 7: Clearly in any slice {x} x W”, X, satisfies the norm and index conditions. 
Required is asymtotic periodicity as w + 00 leaving x free to vary. To analyse this one 
needs to know precisely how G is acting on G(a) = Wk x W”. This action is given by 
choosing a special cocycle representative m E F’(Q) and choosing for each g E G a 
lifting m(g-I;): W”-R k 
so that g*(x, w) = (f(g)(x)* m(g-‘, w), gw). 
Hence X,(g .(x, w)) = Tangent vector to s + (j(g) (x). ti(g-‘, w), TJs)) at g-(x, 
w), and g,X,(x, w) = Tangent vector to s -+ (f(g) (x) * fi(g-‘, T,(S)), g - T,(S)) at g .(x, 
w). 
So g*X,(x, w) - X,(g . (x, w)) = A(x, w) + B(x, w) where A(x, w) = Tangent to 
s + (f(g) (x). fi(g-‘, T,(S)), gw) at g. (w, x) and B(x, w) = {Tangent to s + cf(g) 
(x). fi(g-‘, w), gT,(s))) - {Tangent to s -+ U(s) (x). fi(g-‘, w), T&))] at g .(x9 w). 
The law of cosines in non-positive curvature will force limB(x, w) = 0. The fact that 
lim A (x, w) = 0 follows immediately from property 2 of special cycles. Hence X, is 
w-cc 
special in the W”-direction. 
Lemma v follows similarly after observing that the averaging of the standard 
metric of Rk carried out above leaves the metric flat. For then the Lemma is a 
consequence of non-positive curvature and properties of m. 
The proper linear combination of X, and XV which yields a special vector field 
must have the X,-component going to zero in the Rk-direction and the X,-component 
going to zero in the W”-direction. If we let X = U, * X, + u, * XV as above then one 
checks that the components u,. X, and u,. XV are each asymptotically periodic. The 
above calculations all take place with respect to the action of G on a(a) = Rk - W” 
endowed with the product metric. Properties of m are again used to show that X 
being special with respect to the product metric ensures that it will be periodic with 
respect to a G-invariant metric. 
The construction of a special vector field on a simply connected nilpotent Lie 
group G proceeds again by hand. Let V = Tide(G) = Lie algebra of G. Then our 
requirement that G be 2 stage means [V, v] f 0 while [V, [V, v]] = 0. Let V have 
norm 11 11 given by the metric of G at e E G and also let V have a metric pulled back 
from G via the exponential map exp: V + G, a diffeomorphism. Then there is an 
orthogonal direct sum decomposition V = V”@V’ where V’ = [V, v]: Next lift the 
group operation of G to V by exp and thus obtain a nilpotent action of V on itselft: V, 
M‘ E V t’ u’ = exp-’ (exp(v) . exp(w)). A comparison of this action can be made with 
the natural vector space action by means of the classical Campbell-Hausdorff formula 
a~w=u+w+;[u, w]=u+w+;[vD, wo], 
where r = u0 + ul, vi E Vi and w similarly. The point is, these two actions differ only 
by an expression depending linearly on u0 and w0 and which lies in the strict subspace 
V’ of V. Since V, + admits a special vector field and since V, + and V; differ by 
not so much, it can be hoped that V,. also admits a special field. To construct this field 
proceed as follows. Let p: V+R,,,by p(x) = {~~xo~~* + I[x~/}“~, and let cp: V+ [0, l] be a 
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smooth function with the following properties 
(1) cp = 1 near V’, 
(2) lim{cp(y .x) - p(x)} = 0 for each y E V, and 
x-z 
(3) limE,(x).H = 0 where E,(x) = [ ~~t~~~~~ Of ’ 
I’” 
Let L, : V+ V denote left translation (nilpotent action) by y E V, i.e. L,(x) = y * x. 
Then define, for x E V 
where 
X(x> = L,*@(x)) E T,V 
w(x)=gl Xv4xo) + dx> a$$. Xdx,) E To v 
Xva(Xi) = xi E 7’,V’ (viewed as a subspace of TOV). 
llxill 
LEMMA: X is a special vector field on V with respect to the nilpotent action of V on 
itself and with respect to a left invariant metric of G pulled back via exp. 
The proof is a tedious calculation (and in being so explains the only reason for 
requiring G to be 2 stage). The basic observations that need to be made are 
To complete this discussion one needs to demonstrate the existance of a function cp 
having the above properties. Take cp to be a function of only llxoll and llx,ll and obtained 
by smoothing the graph where 
llx,ll 9%;; 
2 &$?%J -----_ 
2 - llxO1l ; 
a IIXJI , IIXJ 1 
for llyll > 1 
1 - 
h \ -cc* ‘%I . 1 llXlll 
The required properties of cp are then easily checked. 
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94. EXAMPLES 
Using a construction analogous to, but much simpler than, the one used in the 
proof of Theorem 2 it can be shown that the product of special manifolds is special. 
This gives Novikov’s conjecture in arbitrary dimensions (as S’ is special) and 
provides a way of getting new special manifolds from old ones. It is now necessary to 
demonstrate that the special manifolds identified above in Theorem 2 are not included 
in Miscenko’s or FarrelVHsiang’s results. That some examples exist not admitting 
non-positive curvature is a trivial application of the three interesting results which 
follow, but that these examples are also not included in FarrelVHsiang’s work is not 
as clear. In fact the opposite is likely true (see the appendix). 
THEOREM. Let M” be a manifold of non-positive curvature with r,(M) containing a 
central abelian subgroup of rank k. Then M admits a homologically injective Tk- 
action, i.e. there exists an action of a k-torus for which the evaluation map ev,: 
xl(Tk) = Zk + V,(M) is an injection and remains so when factored into homology. 
This follows from Lawson and Yau’s Center Theorem[6] and from the definition 
of homologically injective actions due to Conner and Raymond[3]. 
THEOREM [3]. If (Tk, M) is a homologically injective action then Mfibers equivariantly 
over Tk. 
THEOREM [3]. If (T”, M) fibers equivariantly over T’ then the order of the element 
ev# 
a E H2(Q;Zk) defined by the extension O+Zk- r,(M) + Q + 1 is finite. 
The unavoidable consequence of these three results is, if p E uB C H2(Q;ZK) 
represents 04 Zk + G + Q+ 1 with Zk = center (G) and if a has infinite order, then 
M(a) is special and can not admit a metric of non-positive curvature. It also follows 
that if N is any special manifold and M(q) as above, then N x M(q) is special and 
can not admit non-positive curvature. So it is enough to find elements a E 
UB C H*( Q; Zk) of infinite order and Zk = center (G) (the point of this last requirement is 
to guarantee that the construction of M(q) as a Siefert fibering is essentially unique). 
The particular examples will take the groups Q to be Fuchsian groups, k = 1, and 
n = 2. So the construction will yield special 3 manifolds not admitting nonpositive 
curvature. All the examples are generated by the following. Let N* be a closed 
surface of genus > 1 with unit tangent bundle STN* = M3. There is a natural 
I-cocycle m E Z’(r,(N*); Maps (l-l, S’)) which identifies M as a Siefert fibering. Here 
H denotes the upper-half plane mode1 for the universal cover of N equipped with the 
standard hyperbolic metric. Let Q = r,(N) and consider the diagram 
5” 
(9,s' x&Q)- W, Q) 
I IQ I IQ 
STN = M’ -N’= H/Q. 
The action of Q on S’ x H is that of Q on STH = S’ x ii. To explicitly deal with the 
cocyle m is is first necessary to have a trivialization of STH and to have a description 
of the action of Q on H. 
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Let 
G = PSf(2,R) = [(z f;)l a, b, c, d~iW and ad-bc= 1 
I/ 
{cl}. 
Then G acts isometrically on 1-4 as Mobius transformations and acts simply tran- 
sitively on STW. In fact for g = 
ab 
( ) 
c d E G, z E U-l = {z E C/Im z > 0}, and (w, z) E STH 
(i.e. w E 7’:W = C and (l/im.z).)wl = (hyperbolic norm of w) = 1). g(z) = (az + blcz + d) 
and g( w, z) = (g*,(w), g(z)) = (w/(cz + d)2), (az + blcz + d)). Let STH 2 S’ x H be 
defined by (w, z)+(w/lm z, z) where S’ = {z E C/z/ = 1). Then with this identification 
the action of G on S’ x W is given by g -(u, z) = ((cz + d)/cz + d). u, g(z)) for (u, 
z) E S’ x I-I. The action (S’ x W, G) is then given by the I-cocycle m : G x H + S’, m(g, --- 
z) = ((cz + d)/cz + d). The cocycle describing the Q action is the restriction of this 
one. Let [STN] denote the class of m in H’(Q; Maps (l-I, S’)). 
LEMMA. m : Q x H + S’ is special. 
(cz + d) Proof. Given g E Q, Ci(g,H) C R’ is a bounded subset since m(g, z) = cz never 
takes on the value + 1. 
Let X,(i) denote the unit tangent vector to t-4 at i which points toward the real axis, and 
let y(t) be the unique geodesic with y’(O) = X,(i). Then 
limm(g),-$v(f) = v_m$m(g,u(t)) = 0 
,-rm 
, 
-$m(g, y(t)) = -$ ;fS’;;dd = (d2f;eY,)2-o. ,- 
NOW let G’ = {g E Gig. i = i}. Then {h.X,(i)Jh E Gi} = STiW and in fact 
h. y(t) will be the geodesic with initial data h,X,(i). And in the notation of 
43, r,(t) = h * y(t) for some h, so by the cocycle condition (f is trivial here), 
m(g, 7,.(r)) = m(gh, y(t)) - m(h, y(t)). 
Consequently for each g E G, the above calculation and compactness of G; imply 
Finally it is necessary to show that ]]m(g;),,I] is uniformly bounded (independent of 
g E G and z E l-I). As above, let X,(z) = - is Imz E ST,H. Then it is at least necessary 
that Ilmk9-MX(z))ll is bounded independent of z and g. But m(g;),,X,(z) = 
2iImz 
---J which is always of norm less than or equal to 2. Next 
z+; 
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consider G, = {h E G(h . z = z}. Then the desired uniform bound follows as above from 
the compactness of GZ, the cocycle condition, and from the uniform bound on 
m(g;),X,(z) being independent of g and z. Hence m is special. 
NOW notice that F[STN] E H2(~,(N); Z) (= H2(N; Z) = Z) is not torsion and can 
not be trivial. Hence it has infinite order. As Q = r,(N) is centerless and z = center 
(G), G[STNl is an element of aB for which the associated 3-manifold M’ = STN 
cannot admit non-positive curvature. 
COROLLARY 1. Let Y be any special manifold and N2 any closed surface of genus 
> 1, then STN x Y is special and can not admit non-positive curvature. 
THEOREM 4. Let N2 be a closed surface of genus > 1 and let Q = r,(N), then every 
extension in H*(Q; Z) GE Z is a special Bieberbach extension and all but one produce 
manifolds not admitting non-positive curvature. 
This follows from the above lemma and from the observations that aH* is a 
subgroup of H2(Q; Z) and that if a E H*(Q; Z) and r E Z with r * a E OH’, then 
a E aH’. 
COROLLARY 2. Let Q C Isom (l-l) act properly-discontinuously on H with quotient a 
closed surface N of genus > 1. Let a E OB and b = g*(b’), b’ E H2(Z$; Z) = 
H2( r,(N); Z) where 
O-, H2(N; Z) --) H*(Q; z) 
II / 
H2(mW); Z) 
and 7~: Q+ r,(N) is onto. Then a + b E aB. 
COROLLARY 3. Let Q be as in Cor. 2 but in addition assume that the orders of all 
torsion subgroups of Q are relatively prime. Then all extensions are special, an infinite 
number of which are non-torsion and Bieberbach[4] and so yield special manifolds 
which can’t admit non-positive curvature. 
COROLLARY 4. Let M” be a closed manifold of non-positive curvature, Q as in Cor. 
3, then for every non-trivial CI E aB = B C H’(Q; Z) the manifold M3(a) x M” can not 
admit non-positive curvature and all of it’s higher signatures are homotopy invariant. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
IO. 
II. 
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APPENDIX: SIEFERT FIBER SPACES OF BOUNDED VARIATION 
Above we considered manifolds constructed as TL-fiberings associated to special extensions of Q by Z’. 
One of the properties of such an extension q E uB, C Ht(Q; 2’) is that there exists an element m E 
&‘(a) E H,‘(Q; Maps( w”, T’)) which, for each q E Q, satisfies diam &rit(q, W’)) < ~0. Notice that if we let 
Q = lq,. , q,jR) be a presentation of Q by some set of generators and relations, then there is a constant C, 
independent of q, such that diam&(q, W”) G C./q/,. 1 .I0 is the norm on Q defined with respect to the 
basis {q,} by 
lq/o = min {length wlw = q is a word in qif’}. 
For the cocycle condition says m(q,qz, w) = f(q,-‘)(m(q*, w)).m(q,,q2w) and so implies that 
diam,r(fi(q,qr. W”))~diam$(q,, W”)+diam$(q2,W”). In this appendix we will show that within the 
framework of Theorem 2, any extension which is torsion-free and of bounded variation (see Def. 5) 
describes a manifold M”“(g) which satisfies Farrell and Hsiang’s condition (*)[S]. The result is, if 
NAM(a) is a homotopy equivalence then if n + k >4, N x R’ 
4x3 
-M(q) x R’ is homotopic to a 
homeomorphism. That is, the stable structure set of M(q) consists of M(q) alone. Further it will be clear 
from the construction that if Y’ is a Riemannian manifold of curvature SO, and if q is as above, then 
M(q) x Y will satisfy condition (*). These observations are of significance, in light of Corollary 4, as 
condition (*) was known to be satisfied only for manifolds of curvature s 0. 
Farrell and Hsiang’s results can be described as follows. 
Definition 4. A closed aspherical manifold M” satisfies condition (*) if (a) Mi’ is homeomorphic to &, 
the open n-disc, and the action of r,(M) extends to the compactification p, and (b) if F C fin is a 
fundamental domain for q,(M) on D”, then given l > 036 > 0 such that if dist &(gF, aD”) < 6, diam 
l&F) < E. 
With this definition Farrell and Hsiang prove [51: 
THEOREM. If n > 4 and M’ satisfies condition (*), then any homotopy equivalence f : N + M, after taking 
products with J%‘, f x I : N x R’+ M x R ‘, is homotopic to a homeomorphism. 
Letting S(M)= {N ’ -MI/- where (NLM)-(N’2-M) if 3homeo. g:NXR’-N’XR’ for 
h.r 
some k, such that 
NxR” sMxRk 
is homotopy commutative. 
So Farrell and Hsiang’s theorem may be restated as 
THEOREM: If n > 4 and M” satisfies condition (*), then S(M) = (M}. 
A standard consequence of surgery theory is: 
THEOREM: If n > 4, M” is aspherical and satisfies Novikov’s conjecture, then S(M) is torsion. 
So by Theorem 2 above, if n + k > 4, g E uB,, then S(M(q)) is torsion. We now identify a set, denoted p,, 
with the property that if q E p,. then S(M(q)) = {M(q)}. Of course this is done by showing that q E /3, 
implies M(g) satisfies condition (*). 
Within the set up to $3 make the: 
Definition 5. go E B, c H,‘(Q; Z’) is said to be of uniformly bounded variation (the set of such being 
denoted by p,) if there exists m E &-‘(a_) E H,‘(Q;Maps( W”, T’)) and constants C and 7) with 0 s n < I, 
such that Vq E Q and every lift Ei(q;): W”-R”. 
diam,t(fi(q, W”)) 5 c. /qlol 
where 1. lo is a norm on Q as described above. 
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As an example note that if Q = ir, (closed surface of genus > I). then the calculation of P4 shows that 
p = aB = B = H’(Q; Z) = Z. The result we are after is 
THEOREM 5. Within the set up of Theorem 2. if a E &, then M ““(a) sotisjie.s condition (*). Hence if 
n +k ~4. then S(M(c))= {M(a)}. 
COROLLARY 5. Those torsion-free groups of dimension >4 which appear as e.rtensions of Q by P” of 
uniformly bounded vuriation unique/p determine the stable homeomorphism type of the associated uspheri- 
cal manifold. 
THEOREM 6. If a E p, and Y’ is a Riemannian manifold of non-positive curvature. then M(a) x Y’ satisfies 
condition (*). Hence if n + k + I > 4, then S(M(a) x Y’) = (M(q) x Y’). 
COROLLARY 6. There are lots of examples of manifold.? satislving condition (*) vet not admitting an?’ metric of 
non-positive curvature. 
The proof of Theorem 6 will be easily seen to follow from the constructions involved in the proof of 
Theorem 5. 
Proof (Theorem 5). For a E /?, C B, C H,‘!Q; Z”), as was discussed above. I!?(G) is diffeomorphic 10 
R” x W” but not necessarily isometric when M has its metric lift from M(a). In any event we let R have 
the product metric and therefore R will have non-positive curvature. That G = n,(M(a)) isn’t acting by 
isometries will not matter. We compactify M to M = M US, where S as a point set can be identified with 
S”-’ = {l” E &?(a)@ = distance ni(ri~,,. ti) = I), and has its topology given by: 
neighborhoods of ti E fi are those of &f as before and neighborhoods of x E S are of the form 
{y+,(t)/ti E U, T > c} U U where c is a constant 2 0 and U js an open neighborhood of x E S - S”-’ C /ii. 
Also here ya = the unique geodesic out of ti, through ti such that ~~(1) = rig. We can then define a 
I 
homeomorphism (o: J!? + @ = {ti E fi//A/ < 1) by cp(fi) = yti - 
i 1 1 +(fil, 
if CI E fi and cp(x) = x if x E S. 
Define a metric on 5 by dist ~(x. y) = dist e(cp(x),cp(y)) = dist &cp(x),cp(y)). 
The non-positive curvature of Jt? then provides the inequality 
LEMMA. The G action on ti extends to ti. 
Proof. Firsi, for r > 0 define a compactification of W,, @$” = W” U S, S, = {w E W/i WI = r} with a topology 
analogous t_o M. Then the non-positive curvature of W and fact that Q C Isom. ( W) implies that Q extends to a_n 
action on W [5]. In particular for v E S, and q E Q, q. v E S, is defined. We now show that if fi, + x E S C M, 
then if I = (II, r)E R” x W” (considering x E S E S”-‘), lim g. rfi, = u(g)(u). g. c) where g E G 
projects to q E Q in the s.e.s. a: 0 + 2” -$ G+ Q- 1. The action of Q on the second factor (W”) is now 
given by 
q. L’ = action of q on v E Sl,., as described above when )vl* 0, but if v = wO, then define q. w0 = w,, .Q acts on the 
first factor by orthogonal rotations, after mapping byfinto Cl&Z). Now ti, = ~~“(1) =yt(t,) where Tm~S”- I, 
t, E W 2 o are unique. So fi, + x in M is equivalent to i. + x E S = S”-’ C M and t, --* 0~. Thus if f = (u., v.), 
u, + IA and v, + v in R” and w” respectively. So gfi, = g.(Y..(~.).Y”.(t.H= 
U(g)(y.“(t.)).fi(q,y,“(t,)),q. y+(t.)). Now q.yL.(t,)+q.v and since Iti(q,y,~(t,))/~ C, it is easy to see that 
f(R)(Y”.(t”)).~(q.Y,“(t”))-*f(q)(v). 
LEMMA. Let E C A. then dium ,&gB) < C (diam d(B) + IqI”). 
Proof. Let p,, i = 1.2 be projections of a = R’ x W” onto its 2 factors respectively. Then diam 
tr(gB) 5 C. (diam ,kp~gB + diam .np:gB). But p:gB = qp?B and q E Isom (W”) so diam u”p2gB = diam w.pzgB. 
Also diam ,Ip,gB G diam ,J(q)(B) + diam ,&(q, W”) and so as f(q) E Isom (Rk) and by definition of p,, diam 
,~p,gB 6 diam .&p,B + c.lql”. The Lemma follows. 
LEMMA. 3 a constant C > 0 such thar lqlp < C dist ,&g&,&) = C lgfi& where g-q E Q. 
Proof. dist ~(grf~,,.t&J’ = dist ,k(rh(q, w&O)‘+ dist ,,,,,(qwO, w,)? 2 dist ,,,,(qwO, w$. We’ll be done if we can 
show that 3 C such that C. dist y,,(qwO, w,) z /q 10. But this follows by applying the arguments of Milnor [Lemma 
2 of 81 and Yau[l3] to Q C Isom ( W”). That Q might contain some torsion provides no problem. 
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Finally then we can prove a Lemma which clearly implies that M(a) satisfies cond. (*), 
LEMMA. Given B C Id and l > 0,3R > 0 such that if g E G makes dist ,a(gB. 12~) > R, then diam a&B) < E. 
Proof. diam a&B) s 
diam a&B) < C, piam 0) 1411 C 
dist u(gB, rit,) - dlst fi(gB, r&J 
+c. 
dist M(gB, Rio) 
s -. diam .QB 
R 
+c’. grit0 hiv 
llgA& - C”. (diam ,eB + Ig&l~“)l’ 
So as Ig&(p > dist M(gB, ri&,) it is clear that diam a(gB) can be made sufficiently small by choosing R < dist 
a(&?, C&J sufficiently large. This completes the proof of Theorem 5. 
